
Suddenly, under a crooked tree, a [ ________ ] rattlesnake wakes up and shakes its tail, [ ________ ] ing the herd. The cattle gallop [ ________ ] towards a cliff that plunges [ __________ ] feet into the [ ________ ] River.

“Stampede!” yells Buckskin Bob, the [ ________ ] cowboy, this voice full of [ ________ ]. Waving his lasso, he ropes the [ ________ ] bull, forcing it into a [ ________ ] halt. “[ ________ ]!” cheer the other cowboys [ ________ ], as the [ __________ ] other Longhorns pause, panting [ ________ ].


The cowboys are [ ________ ] no [ ________ ] cattle were [ ________ ] ed today. Only [ ________ ] miles to go to prosperous [ ________ ].

Hopefully, they can avoid the [ ________ ] rustlers in the next mountain range, led by the [ ________ ] villain: One- [ ________ ] ed Pete.